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THE JOURNAL OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC 

Volume 48, Number 1. March 1983 

ON THE STANDARD PART OF NONSTANDARD MODELS 
OF SET THEORY 

MENACHEM MAGIDOR, SAHARON SHELAH AND JONATHAN STAVI 

Abstract. We characterize the ordinals a of uncountable cofinality such that a is 
the standard part of a nonstandard model of ZFC (or equivalently KP). 

§0. Introduction. Let <M, £> be a model of ZF. The ordinals of M have a largest 
initial segment isomorphic to some ordinal a, which is usually called "the standard 
part of M". Without loss of generality we shall assume a E M, and that for (3 < a, 
E\RM(fi) = e\RM(fi), where RM(fi) is the set of all elements of M whose M rank is 
less than /3. 

Which ordinals a can be the standard part of nonstandard models of ZF? It 
is easily verified that a necessary condition is that a is admissible. A well-known 
theorem of Friedman [2] implies that for countable a's the admissibility is also 
sufficient (provided there are enough countable standard models of ZF). Fried
man's theorem can be generalized to other ordinals, and the proof imitated, using 
some decomposition of a into small sets. (See [4].) All these generalizations handle 
just a's of cofinality co. 

In this paper we handle the problem for a's which are of cofinality larger than 
a), and we are able to give in this case a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
ordinal a to be the standard part of a nonstandard model of ZF (or equivalently 
KP). The condition involves the tree property. Let (A, e> be a transitive set, a e 
A. An a tree in A is a tree <r, < > , T z a, <r, -<> e A having a levels, such that 
each level has A cardinality < a uniformly in the level (where uniformly in the 
level means that we have g eA, g: T x a -> a, such that for fixed y, g(x, y) maps 
the y-th level of T onto some ordinal < a in a one-to-one way) and such that 
the function mapping every element of Tto its level is in A. a has the tree property 
in A if every a tree in A has a branch of length a, which is a member of A. 

We say that a is a model of ZF if <L„, e> \= ZF. 
THEOREM. For a such that cf(a) > w, the following are equivalent. 
(A) a is the standard part of a nonstandard model of ZF. 
(B) a is the standard part of a nonstandard model of KP. 
(C) 3 j- > a such that y is a limit of ordinals which are models of ZF, and a has 

the tree property in Lr 

(D) 3y > a such that y is a limit of admissible ordinals and a has the tree property 
in LT. 
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Note that if a is weakly compact in L, (D) is trivially satisfied by a. Note that 
it is much more "difficult" for an ordinal of cofinality >w to be a standard part 
than for an ordinal of cofinality w, since (as will become clear in §3) (D) implies 
that a is a model of ZF and actually of rather strong large cardinal axioms, whereas 
for a of cofinality a>, a can be a successor or admissible ordinal. 

The implications (A) -* (B) and (C) -* (D) are trivial, so we are left with proving 
(B) -» (C) (which will be done in §1) and (D) -> (A) (which will be done in §2). 

Our notation and terminology are standard. When we relativize a set-theoretical 
notation to a particular model we use superscript. Thus X+M is the successor car
dinal of X is the sense of M. When <M, E} is a nonstandard model of ZFC and 
x e M, we shall systematically confuse x and {y\yEx}. Thus, for instance, if 
fe M, M N=/is a function from x to y, we may consider/to be a function from 
[z\z E x) to [z\z E y), etc. Similarly we shall use < for the order on M ordinals. 

§1. In this section we prove that (B) of our main theorem implies (C). So let 
<M, £> be a nonstandard model of KP, whose standard part is a (cofinality (a) 
> w). Without loss of generality we may assume M \= V = L, since <LM, £> is 
easily verified to be a model of KP and it has the same ordinals as M. As usual 
we assume La s M. 

Our first observation is 
LEMMA 1. There is no last M cardinal in the standard part of M. 
PROOF. Assume (hoping for a contradiction) that X < a is an M cardinal, 

whereas every j with 1 < y < a is not an M cardinal. Since X+M (if it exists) cannot 
be the minimal nonstandard M ordinal (There is no first nonstandard ordinal!), 
we can find a nonstandard M ordinal x such that 

M (= 'x has cardinality X. 

(If X+M does not exist then every ordinal in the nonstandard part of M has M 
cardinality X, and can be picked as x.) Hence l e t / e M satisfy 

M | = / i s a function from X onto x. 

We now distinguish two cases: 
(I) The cofinality of X > w, (x, E} is the direct limit of the structures </" 5, £> 

for 5 < X. Since X is an M cardinal, the order type (in M) of </" d, E} is some 
ordinal less than X. Hence it is really well founded since X is in the standard part 
of M. Therefore <x, £> is a direct limit of well-founded structures such that every 
countable subset of the directed system has an upper bound (using cf(A) > co). 
Therefore (x, E} is well founded, which contradicts the definition of x, as belong
ing to the nonstandard part of M. 

(II) cf(A) = ID. Since a = {z\z E x}, a £ f"X. Now cf(A) = w and cf(a) > a; 
hence for some d < X,f"d f] a is cofinal in a.f'd has (in M) order type less than 
X, hence it is really well founded. Therefore we can find in f"d — a a minimal 
element y. Let z be the M sup of/"<5 f] J- Since/"5 [\ y ^ a and/"<5 fl cc is cofinal 
in a, z is a supremum of the M ordinals in the standard part of M; hence it is 
the minimal nonstandard M ordinal, which is an obvious contradiction. • 
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Let x be an M ordinal which is nonstandard. (Note a £ x.) Let p be a finite 
subset of L*f. We denote by z(p, x) the set of elements of Lf, first order definable 
from p U a in <L^, £>. 

LEMMA 2. For/? and x as above, (z{p, x), E} is well founded. 
PROOF. Fix p and x. For /3 < a let z^ be the set of all elements of Lf which are 

first order definable in (Lx, E} from /> [) p. Note that z = (Jj3<a z ,̂ and that ẑ  
is essentially a member of M (since /3 U {/3} e M). Hence, in M, <zj3, £> is iso
morphic to some (JJf, E} for some M ordinal y such that M \=\y\ < ft. (One 
can use here the result by Boolos [1], where there exists a first order sentence a, 
such that it follows from KP that a transitive set satisfies a iff it is of the form 
<LP G>. Hence an elementary substructure of Ljf, which is in M, is isomorphic 
in ¥ to a structure of the form Lf.) 

Now use Lemma 1. /3 is in the standard part of M, hence |/3| is not the last M 
cardinal there. Therefore |/3|+M < a, but since ^ < |/3|+M, we get that y is in the 
standard part of M, hence _y, and consequently (Lf, E}, is well founded. There
fore zp is well founded. We proved that (z(p, x), E} is an increasing union of well-
founded structures, where the union has cofinality = cf(a) > w- We get that 
<z, £> is well founded. • 

By Lemma 2 z(p, x) is isomorphic to a unique structure of the form (L3, e>. 
(Again one can use Boolos [1].) For some 5 < a, let %{p, x) be the unique iso
morphism of z(p, x) onto Ls, and denote the unique o* by d(p, x). Note that if p 
contains some nonstandard element of L^f then d(p, x) > a. We shall confine 
our attention to such p, so from now on when we from z(p, x), %{p, x), 8(p, x) 
we assume that p contains a nonstandard element of Lf. 

LEMMA 3. Let p, x, z(p, x), d(p, x) be as above. Then there exist q 2 p and an 
elementary embedding j : Ld(p<x) -• Ld(q_x) such that the first ordinal moved by j is a. 
(Note that p £ q implies 8(p, x) < d(q, x).) 

PROOF. (z(p, x), E} is well founded. By our assumption z(p, x) contains a non
standard ordinal t. Hence let t be the minimal nonstandard M ordinal in z(p, x). 
Let t' be a nonstandard ordinal such that t' < t. Let q f= p (j {/'}. Clearly 
<Z(/J, x), E) is an elementary substructure of (z(q, x), E} (since both are elemen
tary substructures of <L^, E}). Since %(p, x) is an isomorphism of (z(p, x), E} 
onto (Ld(px), e> and %(q, x) is an isomorphism of (z(q, x), E} onto (LS(gx), e>, 
j = %(q, X)OK(P, x)~l is an elementary embedding of (LSipx), e> into {LS(qiX), 
e>. z(p, x) and z(q, x) both contain a, hence JT(/>, x) and %(q, x) are both the 
identity on a. Hence j is the identity on a. By definition of t, %(p, x)(t) = a, but 
since t' < t, t' e q, a < iz(q, x)(t') < %(q, x)(t). Hence 

j(a) = %(q, x) o %(p, xY\a) = %(q, x)(t) > a. D 

LEMMA 4. a is a model of ZF. 
PROOF. Take any p containing a nonstandard element of M. (Hence dip, x) > 

a.) By Lemma 3 (LS(fiX), e> can be elementary embedded by an embedding j 
satisfying j(f) = f for j < a, j(a) > a. It follows that <La, e> is an elementary 
substructure of (Lj(a), e>. Standard argument now implies that <La, e> is a 
model of ZF. (The argument for the replacement axiom is that a definition of 
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function in La on a set X e La yields the same function in L;- (a), because j is elemen
tary andy is the identity on La. Hence in LHa) there exists a set, namely La, con
taining the range of / . The same must hold in La by j being elementary.) But 

La (= there is no last cardinal; 

otherwise we get a contradiction to Lemma 1. Hence, again a standard argument, 
using basic properties of the La hierarchy, can be invoked to get that <La, e> 
is also a model of the power set axiom. (Recall that any subsets of Lp in La are 
constructed before the next La cardinal.) Thus <La, e> |= ZF. • 

If x and p are as above, using Lemma 4 we get 

(z(p, x), £> t= 7c(p, x)_1(a) is a model of ZF', 

but using the fact that n(p, *)_1(a) is a nonstandard M ordinal, and that 
<z(p, x), E} is an elementary substructure of <L^, E}, we get 

COROLLARY 5. Some nonstandard ordinal in M, y, satisfies (JJ$, E} (= ZF. 
The following lemma is rather commonly known. 
LEMMA 6. Let j be an elementary embedding of <La, e> into <Lp, e> where d > a 

and such that the first ordinal moved by j is a. Then every a tree in Ls has a branch 
of length a in Lp. 

PROOF. Let (T, <> be an a tree in L5. j((T, -<» is clearly a j{a) tree in Lp. 
Using the fact that j is the identity on a, one can show that the tree made up of the 
first a levels of j((T, <}) is exactly (T, <>. Use T s a, and the fact that the first 
a levels have uniform cardinality < a, hence in j{T) the /3th level (for ft < a) 
contains no new members. Let z be any member ofj(T) of level a. (It exists since 
j{a) > a.) {y\y < z} is a branch iny'(r) of length a, but the first a levels of j{T) 
are T, hence we get a branch of length a in T which lies in Lp. (A structure of the 
form <Z,p, e> always satisfies d0 separation!) • 

LEMMA 7. Let j be an elementary embedding of <L3, e> into itself such that a is 
the first ordinal moved by j . Then (C) holds for a-

PROOF. Since <L„, e> is a model of ZFC, (Lj„M, e> is a model of ZFC, where 
j"(a) is the wth iterate of j . Also the restriction of./' is an elementary embedding of 
<L;„(a), e> into <L,-„+i(a), e> for every n < w. 

By Lemma 6, every a tree which lies in L,n(a) has a branch of length a in Lj„+iM. 
Define 7- = sup„<wy'"(a); then a has the tree property in Lr because every a tree in 
7- is an a tree in some LjKa), hence it has a branch in Ly»+i(a) which in included in 
Lr. Since 7- is a limit of ordinals which are models of ZFC, j is a witness to (C). • 

PROOF OF (B) -> (C). By Corollary 5 pick a nonstandard xeM such that <Lf, £> 
is a model of ZFC. Define a sequence of finite subsets of L^, p„, by induction on 
n < a). 

Po = {t} where t is any nonstandard element of L^. pn+1 is any finite subset of 
Lf, p„ c pn+1 such that p„+i satisfies Lemma 3, with respect to x and pn. Hence 
we get an elementary embedding y'„: (L5iPn<x), e> -> (Ls(Pn+hx), e> such that j„ 
is the identity on a and7„(a) > a. 

Without loss of generality we assume d(p„+\, x) > d(p„, x) for all n < 00. Other
wise 5(pn+1, x) = 5(p„, x) = d and we get a d and j for which Lemma 7 holds, and 
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we have that (C) holds for a. Therefore we are finished. So assume that for all 
n < co, 5(p„, x) < 8(p„+1, x). 

Remember that (z(p„, x), E} is an elementary submodel of <L^, E}, hence 
(z(pn, x), £>, and consequently, (Le(fmX), £>, are models of ZF. 

So if we define y — supM<a) 8(p„, x) we get that y is a limit of ordinals which are 
models of ZF. Now if T\% an a tree in Lr, T is an a tree in L5^PmX) for some n < co. 
Hence we can usey'„ and Lemma 6 to get that J has a branch of length a in Ld{PnJrliX) 

^ Lr. Thus we verified that y is a witness that a satisfies (C). • 

§2. In this section we assume that for some y which is a limit of admissible 
ordinals, a has the tree property in Lr. We shall prove that a is the standard part of 
a nonstandard model of ZF. 

Clearly Lr (= a is regular, because from a cofinal sequence in a of order type < a 
one could easily define an a tree with no branches of length a. In particular, we 
get Lr \= a is a cardinal. 

LEMMA %.Lr\= a is a limit cardinal. 
PROOF. Assume a = (8+)^. Using the fact that Lr |= a is a cardinal, one can 

reproduce the proof of the existence of Souslin tree on successor cardinals in L 
[3, pp. 292-295] in Lr to get an a tree such that it has no branches of length a 
in La. (The definitions and the proofs of the combinatorial principles 0 and • 
pass verbatim to a and 8, respectively.) Q 

It follows from Lemma 8 that <La, e> is a model of ZF. 
LEMMA 9. Let a < 8 < y such that Lr f= \d\ = a. Then there exist p, 8 < p < y, 

a < p, Lr \= \p\ - a and an elementary embedding j : <L3, e> ->• <Lp, e> such that 
j(p) = ix for p, < aandj(a) > a (if a < 8). 

PROOF. The proof will be easily recognized by anybody familiar with weakly 
compact cardinals. Consider the Boolean Algebra B of all subsets of a, definable 
(with parameters) in <L3, e>. Using the tree property of a and the fact that a is a 
limit cardinal in Lr, one can find a nonprincipal ultrafilter U in B with UeLr such 
that Lr N Uisa complete. Namely if (Av\y < fi) s U <.Av\r) < /i) e LT (p. < a) 
then f ) ^ Ap^0. (See Silver [5] for this type of argument.) One gets U by enu
merating the elements of the Boolean Algebra B in a sequence of length a. (It 
is possible since Lr \= \L\ = a) <57|^ < a), and one considers the tree of all func
tions f-.fi-* 2 (fi < a), / e La, such that Q/w=i Bv H fl/W=o (a ~ Bv) h a s o r d e r 

type a. Using the fact that a is a regular limit cardinal in Lr one can get that this tree 
is essentially an a tree in Lr, hence has a branch. Such a branch is a function / : a 
-* 2 and one can easily verify that U = {Ap\f(fi) = 1} is the required ultrafilter. 

Using £/one can consider the "ultrapower" of (Ls, e> reduced by U, i.e., con
sider all functions from a into Ls, definable over Ls (using parameters) where we 
identify / a n d gifA = {p\f(p) = g(p)} e U. (Note that iff and g are definable then 
A is definable.) Let <Af, E} be the resulting structure. As usual we get an element
ary embedding/: <Lj, e> -> <M, E}. 

<M, E} e Lr, and since Lr |= U is a complete, we get, as usual, that Lr \= 
<M, £> is well founded. Note LT |= |M| = a, since the cardinality of the L,. defin
able functions is a. Since 7- is a limit of admissible ordinals, <M, £> is isomorphic 
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to a structure of the form <£p, e> by a collapsing map %. j = % °j' is the re
quired j since one can easily verify, using the a completeness of U, that j(/u) = p. 
for fi < a and 7(a) >H cc. Lr (= |p| = a since Lr \= \M\ = a. D 

PROOF OF (A) -> (D). By induction we construct a„ and j„ (ao = a, a„ > a for 
« > 0) such that: 

(a) a„ is a model of ZFC; 
(b) L, |= \a„\ = a; 
(c)j„ is an elementary embedding of <£„„, e> into (£OB+1, e>, where a is the first 

ordinal moved byj„ if n > 0. 
ao is a. an4 x and y'„ are defined from a„. Using Lemma 9 an+1 is clearly a model 

of ZF by7„ being an elementary embedding. Therefore we get a directed system 

<L a o ,6>A<L a i , e>A<L a 2 ,€>-> . . . . 

Let <Af, £> be the directed limit of this system. Note the elements of M are equiv
alence classes of pairs of the form <x, n> where x e L„n, under an appropriate equiv
alence relation ~ . Denote this equivalence class by [<*, «>]. 

<M, E} is a model of ZFC since it is the directed limit of an elementary chain 
of models of ZFC. The standard part of M contains a since all of the embeddings 
j„ are the identity on a, so for every n, p. < a, (fx, «> ~ (fi, n + 1> and the equiv
alence classes of the pairs (pi, n) form na initial segment of the ordinals of M, 
isomorphic to a- The standard part of M cannot be greater than a, because if 
Kp» «)] is the ath ordinal of M, we must have p > a, but then 

a < j„(a) < j„(p) and [<a, n + 1>] < [<p, «>]. 

But [<a, n + 1>] has a copy of a below it (namely [{fi, n + 1>] for [x < a). Hence 
[<p, «>] cannot be the ath ordinal of <M, £> and we have proved that a is exactly 
the standard part of < A/, E}. • 
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